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1. Introduction and Background Context
Haddon Way Residents Association appointed Geoff Birch Associates Limited to support the
group in undertaking a Feasibility Study into the potential development of a Community
Centre within the Grange Park and surrounding areas of Southern Loughborough.
The defined catchment area of the Association is primarily the new housing developments
known as Fairmeadows, Grange Park and Grange Vale which are located within the
Loughborough Ward known as Shelthorpe.
The work has been supported by grant secured via Leicestershire County Council and
Charnwood Borough Council and was substantially undertaken between January and July
2013.
The content of this report has been provided in summary and makes reference to progress
Reports and Action Minutes, along with the outcome of detailed work previously issued
during the implementation of the study. More detailed information has been issued and can
be made available via the Steering Group Chair.
Haddon Way Residents Association (HWRA) formed a Steering Group to specifically lead on
the Community Centre proposal. This Steering Group is chaired by Gill Bolton, with the
support of other residents in partnership with the Reside faith group.
1.1 Project aims and objectives
The aims and objectives of the Feasibility Study as defined by HWRA are:


To consider the sustainability of the proposed community centre – the methodology
adopted has been based on substantiating the need for such provision by gathering
the evidence and translating this into a business case for the proposal



To consider the design of the community centre – influenced by the needs identified
and options availability



How to obtain funding for the development of the building – the starting point being
the local, borough and county wide opportunities, and those potential national based
grant funding programmes that align to the project



How to develop the building once funding is in place – through procurement options
and operational management considerations

A number of considerations were identified prior to the Feasibility Study to form part of the
‘testing’ approach i.e. a community café, main hall and smaller meeting room provision.
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1.2 Haddon Way Residents Association
HWRA has a number of aims and objectives relating to the Association as follows:


To seek to improve conditions for the residents of the area



To represent and to promote the interests of all the tenants and residents living in the
area



To work for improvements in the local environment



To work in partnership with other agencies to achieve our aims.

1.3 Reside
Reside is a fresh expression of church that contributes to community, builds relationships
and explores and grows Christian faith and discipleship. The organisation has representation
on the HWRA Steering Group and is working in partnership to inform, develop and utilise the
proposed community centre.
1.4 Ward Overview
It is understood that the proposed community centre concept would potentially serve the
growing population needs of the defined catchment area which will ultimately equate to
around 1,800 homes, and act as a key focal point and meeting place for residents.
The catchment area forms part of the Loughborough Shelthorpe ward, and although the
proposal is likely to have a greater reach, a brief profile overview of the ward indicates the
following:


According to the 2011 census, the population of the Shelthorpe ward was 7,416 and
is comprised of approximately 49% males and 51% females with an average age of
34 years with residents (87.7%) predominantly born in England.



The other top responses for country of birth were 1.3% Scotland, 1.1% India, 0.8%
Wales, 0.5% Ireland, 0.5% China, 0.4% Kenya, 0.4% South Africa, 0.3% Northern
Ireland, 0.3% Hong Kong. 94.4% of people speak English. The religious make up is
49.7% Christian, 36.6% No religion, 3.3% Hindu, 1.8% Muslim, 0.4% Sikh, 0.3%
Buddhist.



45.8% of people are married, 14.2% cohabit, 26.5% are single, 7.9% are separated
or divorced and there were 345 widowed people at the time of the published data.



The top occupations listed are Professional 21.3%, Elementary 12.8%, Associate
professional and technical 11.8%, Elementary administration and service 10.8%,
Skilled trades 10.7%, Managers, directors and senior officials 10.0%, Administrative
and secretarial 9.2%, Caring, leisure and other service 9.1%, Sales and customer
service 8.0%, Process, plant and machine operatives 7.0%.
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Overall levels of deprivation within the borough of Charnwood are relatively low,
although there are small pockets of more severe deprivation in parts of
Loughborough Hastings, Loughborough Storer and Loughborough Shelthorpe wards
(concentrated in the older social housing stock in the north of the ward).

1.5 Consultation
A key aspect of the Feasibility Study was to establish the need for a Community Centre by
consulting with a range of stakeholders who could influence such provision.
Two resident consultations had previously been undertaken involving the group and an
analysis of this is included in the report. However, it was identified that little formal dialogue
had been undertaken with potential user groups and organisations and more formal
approaches needed to be undertaken with the developer, land agents and the local authority
to fully understand the role and potential support the project could play in the future.
Section 3 of the report outlines the work undertaken and the outcome of such consultations.
1.6 Position Statement at Commencement
The Planning Approval for the Grange Park development incorporated the provision of a
‘Local Centre’ concept within the site linked to the Section 106 agreement (explored further
under Section 3). The original Local Centre development proposal identified provision for a
community centre (0.2ha), place of worship and health centre (0.3ha) and retail provision
(0.5 ha).
During the Feasibility Study it became clear that there was little interest from commercial or
statutory operators to take up the retail and health provision at this time. There are other
influencing factors relating to both retail and housing provision locally that is also having an
impact.
At commencement the HWRA had attempted to maintain dialogue with developers and the
local authority to influence a range of issues impacting on the area. Unfortunately a level of
uncertainty and frustration had led to strained relationships on all sides which had
contributed to a lack of progress in developing the Community Centre project.
The Feasibility Study approach was therefore essential in addressing the stalemate position
that had been created to help build relationships and potential partnership arrangements
going forward.
1.7 Key Challenges
There were a number of challenges identified in concluding the Feasibility Study and some
of these challenges will remain as the next stage of development takes place. Whilst these
challenges are explored within this report it is worth highlighting the following:
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Whilst there has been a positive shift in attitude and support amongst stakeholders,
relationships will need to be built on going forward. There remains potential conflict in
views around housing and retail development impacting on the area and
consequently there are potential conflicts of interest.



Competition and opportunity to secure local funding support towards the project
remains high or ‘principles’ are yet to be agreed or strategy developed e.g. the New
Homes Bonus, further S106 allocation towards community projects.



The ability to attract external funds through grant at a local level are likely to result in
relatively low values (<£20K) from local authority funds. Combined with the
uncertainty of S106 and NHB contributions, means that there is a greater call on
national grants funds and greater dependency on local fundraising efforts, potential
business support, loan or partnership.



There has been a realisation amongst Steering Group representatives of the amount
of time and effort necessary to support the delivery of the project. There is also
recognition that new skills and expertise is required to take the project forward to the
next stage and at the point of operation – inevitably as original remembers of the
group take the step back it is with the knowledge that new people will need to come
on-board to take over the mantle.



Managing expectation will also be essential – maintaining ownership and
engagement amongst residents and those user groups with a vested interest in the
project, is essential and should not be taken for granted. At the same time,
community and stakeholder engagement has to have an aim and there is a need to
maintain and ramp up the momentum to ensure tangible changes are being seen.
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2. Brief and Methodology
The key elements of the Feasibility Study in addressing the brief were as follows:


Sustainability of the Proposed Community Centre
This element of the work included the assessment and justification for the project,
strategic alignment etc, and involved primary and secondary research and existing
information / consultation analysis considerations. The outcome of which identified a
number of information gaps and interventions necessary to address the gaps e.g. a
greater emphasis on relationship building. The information was also used to inform the
business case for the project in terms of income generation potential and wider
operational considerations.



Design of the Community Centre
The design aspects of the proposed project was influenced by a number of factors, and
importantly was led by the needs and demands identified and translated into a number of
options. Other factors, including capital cost realisation and overall operational
affordability, informed this element of the work.



Funding for the Development of the Building
A key aspect of the feasibility study was the consideration of capital (and revenue) costs
required to deliver the building and the identification of funding opportunities. Again, this
was very much influenced by the needs and demands expressed and in the context of
local stakeholder negotiations.



Developing the Building
There are a number of procurement options available once funding is in place for the
capital build. It was important to fully understand the advantages and disadvantages of
each option and respective implications going forward.

The Feasibility Study methodology was approved by the Steering Group at commencement.
However, elements of flexibility and change in emphasis were adopted as the study
progressed in order to meet emerging circumstances and needs, and the availability and
input from the Steering Group members.
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3. Consultation and Desktop Research
The approach towards the primary and secondary research undertaken was specifically
developed around the proposal for the Community Centre project. The information outlined
within this section of the report forms the fundamental evidence base for the project and will
be an important base from which to inform the project in subsequent development stages.
3.1 Development Outline, Local Centre and Section 106
It is understood that outline planning permission was granted in 2002 for the strategic
housing site under application reference P/09/0234/2. The local centre formed an important
element in the development of the approval and was subject to clauses incorporated under
the S106 agreement.
The S106 agreement set aside 1 ha of land for the local centre incorporating the following:





Up to 0.5 ha shopping / commercial use
Not less than 0.3 ha to be used for community health and welfare, a place of
worship, doctor, dentist or such other health and welfare uses as the Council may
agree
Not less than 0.2 ha to be used for a community hall – the land for the community
hall offered to CBC at a nominal sum, or such other body as may be able to show
the ability to develop and run it for said purposes

The timing of the local centre application (P/09/0233/2) under reserved matters was linked to
a more advanced stage in the housing development (2009) and related to marketing and
take up of the various local centre proposals.
As outlined in the introduction, it is understood that there has not been sufficient interest
expressed to date and there will be no obligation for the developer to continue to realise the
local centre requirement 12 years from site commencement (30th September 2014) or by the
time the development has been completed. At which time the land can be used for
residential purposes.
However, the developer (William Davis) has given assurances that they will continue to
support the community centre concept beyond the life time of the S106 agreement and this
is outlined later.
3.2 Existing Resident Consultations
Two resident based consultations were undertaken prior to the Feasibility Study and
information exists that relates to the general provision of services (2008) as well as potential
uses for a community centre facility (2012).
GBAL was provided with two ‘Results Analysis’ reports describing the outcome and
implications of the consultations and the general outcome and observations of the review
provided below.
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3.2.1 Results Analysis 2008
The consultation was driven (in part) by the developer seeking resident’s views of service
provision and other issues relating to community space and road safety. The questionnaire
provided a list of potential ‘options’ as well as the opportunity to state other proposals.
Consultees were offered a graded scale of choice from ‘excellent idea’ to ‘very bad’ and
‘don’t know’ – the analysis did not categorise the results using the above ‘gradings’, and the
graphical output was described as ‘positive responses’ – perhaps a further, more detailed
analysis would give a greater qualitative assessment of preferences.
The majority of the 171 responses revealed 50%+ desire for the majority of options made
available. Below this figure included a Place of Worship (circa 48%), Hot Food Takeaway
(circa 43%), with no great appetite for a Solicitor (22%), Estate Agent (9%) or Bookmaker
(4%).
Those facilities in excess of 70% included Doctors Surgery (92%), Chemist (86%), Day
Nursery (84%), and Coffee Shop (82%), and Dentist, Newsagent, Convenience Store,
Crèche (all in the 70%’s range).
Between 50% and 70% the facilities identified were Gym, Local Food Supplier, After School
Club, Hairdresser, Baker/Sandwich Shop, Public House and Optician.
Consultees also provided information on ‘other’ ideas – whilst listed, no quantification was
provided, although there appears to be general support towards public park and provision for
sport and recreational activities.
Consultees were asked to express a view (yes/no/don’t know) to the provision of a
Community Hub as a shared workspace with office facilities, photocopier and internet access
- of the 136 responses (79% of all consultees) received, 75% (102) were in favour, with 24%
(32) against such provision.
The positive response increased to 82% when asked about the provision of a Community
Centre, with only 11% against from the 136 completing this question.
The HWRA concluded that they had received a suitable mandate for proceeding with the
Community Centre proposal as a result of the consultation undertaken.
3.2.2 Results Analysis 2012
During 2012, a postal questionnaire was delivered to 1,025 households on the Haddon Way,
Grange Park and part of the adjacent Woodthorpe areas, in addition to those completed at 3
events across the area.
Based on the 130 completed questionnaires (as a percentage of 1,025 households) a 12.6%
return rate was achieved and this is considered lower than desirable but still giving a
representative response of the views of residents.
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When asked about the provision of a community centre, 82% of consultees (the same as the
2008 consultation) were in favour, with a slight reduction 9% from 11% against.
Negative responses to the proposal related to noise, vandalism and improper use,
sustainability and under utilisation.
Consultees were asked to express their view on a list of amenities/services to be provided
by a community centre in terms of ‘definitely use’, ‘might use’ and ‘never use’ – the most
popular ‘definitely use’ were Community Café (45%), Exercise/Sports Classes (42%) and
Gym (32%).
The following received between 20% and 22%, Hall for Parties, Health Visitor, Children’s
Clubs, Playgroup/Childcare, Scouts/Brownies, Adult Learning and Interest Groups.
Below 20% of definite usage, Parents and Toddler Group (19%), Youth Club (19%), Meeting
Rooms (12%) and Office Facilities (4%).
When ‘definite’ and ‘might’ categories are added together, the profile looks a little different
with Community café, Hall for Parties, Gym, Exercise/Sports Classes, Adult Learning and
Interest Groups all 70% and above. All the remaining categories were below 50%.
An additional 36 ‘other usage’ comments were received indicating the need for a large hall
space for sporting activity e.g. badminton, concerts and theatrical activities, local meeting
space / social area e.g. café, shop and play provision for children.
Whilst additional questions sort responses to consultees location, household numbers and
contact details, no further socio-demographic information was obtained e.g. age,
employment status etc, to be able to drill down in more detail to understand more fully the
usage responses.
3.2.3 Conclusion
Both resident consultation approaches provided an indication of the views of residents on
the provision of a proposed community centre and the type of activities and services they
would like to see provided.
Not all the information was appropriate or was specifically related to the community centre,
but provided in the context of the range of services that might be provided within the ‘Local
Centre’ concept promoted by the developer.
The question remained on the role of the community centre in providing all or part of the
facility requirements identified. The original accommodation assessment identified by the
HWRA/Reside partnership was generally compatible to the views of residents.
The plan remains that residents will have a further opportunity to comment of the proposals
and the outcome of the Feasibility Study. HWRA/Reside have implemented two consultation
events during September 2013.
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3.1 User Group Consultation
A detailed and robust user group consultation exercise was undertaken based on the
following:


A database of 53 potential user groups operating within a 3 mile radius of the
proposed community centre was developed using desktop research and information
provided by the group



User groups were initially contacted via e-mail or telephone during mid-march, with
follow-up e-mails and telephone calls during April.



Information received also provided additional / updated contact details during
telephone discussion – this enabled us to discuss the project with potential users
who had not had chance to fully engage with the consultation questionnaire



The survey closed Monday 15th April, with 24 completed questionnaires received



A further 2 groups responded to say they were not interested and a further 5 groups
stating that they had not completed the survey, but said they may possibly be
interested (these could be followed-up at some point)



In total 31 groups engaged (as above) with a further 22 who did not i.e. although
some provided an acknowledgment via an e-mail ‘read receipt’ others were left
telephone / voicemail messages or could not be contacted through the information
available from the database



The group expressed concern about contacting organizations using the John Storer
House (included in the 22). We contacted Voluntary Action Charnwood via telephone
and follow up e-mail (sent to Neil Lambert CEO) but did not receive a response from
them



Based upon the 31 responses, this would equate to a 58.5% return rate which is
considered very good



A preliminary analysis was undertaken which revealed a number of headline
responses. The detailed analysis is contained in a separate document

3.3.1 Outline Analysis
Based on the 24 completing the survey plus a further 5 who did not, but expressed that they
were possibly interested (29):





48% (14) said definite yes
34% (10) said possibly
8% said no
10% did not specify
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Note: Reside completed 2 of the above questionnaires

3.3.2 User Group Profile

3. What does your organisation do?

Art / Theatre
4%

Dance
4%

Music
4%

3rd Age
8%
Children / Youth Group
29%
Other
13%

Sport / Health
13%

Support Group
25%

Figure 1

Approximately one third of user groups represented children or young people, 12% related to
some form of performing art and similar to sport / health (13%). The second highest category
are considered to be some form of general Support Group (25%), 8% specifically targeting
older people (3rd Age). A range of ‘other’ groups were also represented.
3.3.3 Group Beneficiary Age Profile
There was very little variation in the age profile across all groups with only a 5% difference
(58% to 63%), and therefore implies that opportunities for all members of the community
could be provided. Interestingly, 55% stated that their users had special needs or a disability.
3.3.4 Group Beneficiary Locations
The majority of groups draw their ‘users’ from across the locally defined area with 88%
stated as including Loughborough (not unsurprising given the higher population centre).
Grange Park Estate Area (63%), Nanpantan (58%) and Shelthorpe (54%) all well
represented.
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In addition, Woodhouse and Woodthorpe had 38% representation, with 63% that included
beneficiary users further afield in outlying settlements.
3.3.5 Volunteer and Paid Staff
User groups have the support of over 700 volunteers. However, this included a global figure
of 350 for Loughborough Scouts and 150 for Coping with Cancer Group. Deducting these
figures from the total, and taking the remaining number of groups who responded to this
question (16), the average number of volunteers per group is circa 14.
In addition, 5 of the groups employ full-time paid staff (13) and a further 5 employ 17 parttime paid staff. 24% of User Groups would be interested in supporting the management of
the facility, and a further 28% ‘possibly’.
3.3.6 Service Users
The number of service users varies from group to group and also depends on the frequency
of meetings e.g. per session, weekly, monthly and so forth.

Figure 2

The above graph indicates the number of services users (on average) by the number of
groups. More detail is available on individual group profiles provided in the detailed analysis.
The total number of service users across the 21 user groups responding to this question is
2,135. By deducting Loughborough Scouts, Coping with Cancer and Bill Brookman
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Productions, the total number of users is closer to 1,200, or around 65 on average per
group.
3.3.7 Existing Facilities Used
Consultees were asked to identify the facilities they currently use and to indicate any
advantages or disadvantages. The main reason for seeking such responses is to more fully
understand some of the key challenges and facility benefits that either drive the use of
facilities (competitive advantage) or are detractors. Both sides of the equation should be
considered in the future design and operational management of the Community Centre
project (Grange Park Centre).








Attractors
Convenience of location
Car Parking
Good design, layout, specifications and
secure outdoor space
Refreshment facilities and storage
Décor, equipment and cleanliness
Booking system, cost and management








Detractors
Limited availability
No kitchen of refreshment facilities
Poor storage, display and notice
provision
Lack of parking
Poor management operations
High cost, poor heating and ventilation

If the Grange Park Centre was to meet all user group accommodation needs, 65% said they
would be interested, 26% ‘possibly’ and only 9% (2) said no.
3.3.8 Facility Requirements
A total of 22 User Groups responded to the facilities requirement question and the graph
below indicates their accommodation requirements.
12. Please tell us what facilities you require?
90%
80%
70%

77%

64%

64%

60%
50%

50%
46%
41%

40%
27%

30%

27%

23%
20%

14%

10%

5%

0%

Figure 3
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The most important requirement is a multi-purpose hall (77%), followed by a medium
meeting space and access to kitchen / café provision (64%). Accommodation requirements
(40% to 50%) included small meeting space, permanent storage, and secure outdoor space.
The remaining requirements, workshop provision (27%), shared office accommodation
(23%), and changing accommodation (14%) represented a fairly low take up. There was
very little appetite for gym provision (5%).
A range of other accommodation requirements were identified e.g. equipment and
specification related.
3.3.9 Frequency of Meeting
13. How often do you meet?
25%

24%

24%

20%

19%

15%

10%

10%

10%

10%

5%

5%

0%
Daily

3 or more per
week

Twice a week

Weekly

Fortnightly

Monthly

Occassionally

Figure 4

It is important to understand the usage requirements of potential groups and organisations
wishing to engage with the project. This information has been used to inform the draft
programme of usage and as part of the income projection element of the business case
(Section 5).
The above graph indicates that 63% of potential users meet weekly or more frequently –
consequently it is these user groups that should be treated as a priority in determining the
accommodation needs. Conversely, infrequent users requiring costly building requirements
may not be able to be accommodated within a design proposal.
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3.3.10 Usage Needs
The profile shown in the graph below is not uncommon i.e. greater demand for regular
bookings during mid-week evenings averaging around 38% occupancy rate. Day-time usage
follows a similar profile of around 20% to 30% across the mornings and afternoons.

14. When does your organisation meet?
Morning

Afternoon

Evening

48%
43%

50%
33%

45%

38%

40%
29%

35%
33%

30%

29%

25%

14%

19%

20%

14%

15%
10%

19%

19%

19%
29%

24%

5%

24%

19%
24%
10%

19%

0%
Mon

Tues

10%

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat

Sun

Figure 5

Occupancy rates are a good indicator of regular usage and therefore supporting a frequent
or guaranteed income profile. Commonly, community centre facilities show a lower regular
group usage at weekends, where traditionally, one-off or less frequent events e.g. parties
and performances take up demand.
There are 6 User Groups who wish to have further dialogue at the current time in order to
fully develop their interest in the project. It is understood that all user groups have been
invited to the consultation events planned for September 2013.
3.3.11 Additional Information
The consultation asked a number of questions around existing hire charges and how they
might compare should individual user groups be attracted to the proposed Community
Centre. This information has been used to establish an estimate of income generation in
Section 5.
This information is useful in terms of the ‘market rate’ but should not be treated in isolation
as factors make up the value for money equation. This is both in terms of the physical
building provision as well as the management operations.
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Twenty of the respondents suggested that 40% would be prepared to pay more if the project
was able to meet their usage requirements. However, the majority would seek to pay a
similar amount to existing facility hire costs.

17. As a potential user of the facility would you be interested
in being involved with the management of it?

Yes
24%

Possibly
28%

No
48%

Figure 6

Over 50% of user groups expressing an interest would also consider supporting the
management operations of the facility. This is highly welcomed given the potential wide
ranging skills and expertise that could be made available to make the project a success.
Respondents would also welcome the opportunity to contribute and be kept informed of
progress. These details have been made available separately.
As outlined previously the Community Centre Steering Group should continue to pursue
dialogue with existing and potential new users of the facility to help build up the range of
opportunities and to support the delivery and sustainability of the project going forward.
An example of this is a most recent approach by a childcare business provider wishing to
explore a potential partnering / joint venture opportunity utilising the community centre. This
is a very early stage ‘potential’ that has emerged and the Chair of the group has engaged
with the proposer.
3.4 Stakeholder Engagement
A number of stakeholder meetings have been undertaken and reported on throughout the
commission. The actions from the meetings have helped to consolidate opportunities and to
help set the scene for further dialogue and potential support.
Brief highlights are outlined below.
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3.4.1

William Davis (Adrian McInnes)

A number of meetings were held with the primary site developer of Grange Park. The
meetings established a number of issues and considerations as they relate to the proposed
project and separate notes provided to the working group are summarised below:


The Local Centre development and S106 requirements and allocations (outlined in
Section 1.6 of this report)
The impact of wider area retail development potential (see 3.5.2) on the Local Centre
Opportunity for further housing development and potential realisation of additional
S106 funds that could be attracted to the Grange Park Community Centre (see 6.3)
The ongoing commitment and offer of support by William Davis to the proposed
Grange Park Community Centre beyond that required under the current S106
agreement, including capital and professional services support
Subject to further dialogue, there is the potential to negotiate with William Davis on
the physical build delivery (see Section 4)







Note: William Davis provided support during the Feasibility Study through the provision of concept drawings
produced by Stephen George and Partners. Adrian McInnes played an essential role working towards and
facilitating negotiations and dialogue to support greater communication and relationship building with the Steering
Group which had previously deteriorated.

3.4.2

Mather Jamie (Andrew Bamber)

Mather Jamie act as agents for various clients and their role within the south Loughborough
housing area development (as it relates to the project) was understood to link with the
proposed housing development at Allendale Road / Ling Road adjacent Shelthorpe and
Woodthorpe and supermarket development. Guidance was provided in terms of:



3.4.3

Improved engagement with development opportunities and S106 realisation
Understanding the potential role of the Hew Homes Bonus and dialogue through
political representation
Marketability and commercial interest in the Local Centre
Charnwood Borough Council (Peter Blitz)

Charnwood Borough Council is the local Planning Authority for the area and was therefore
instrumental in securing the South Loughborough development and S106 Agreement. Peter
Blitz provided input as follows:






Background and context to the Grange Park development and Local Centre
Potential to realise additional housing development at the site of the Local Centre
Scope and understanding of S106 opportunities locally
Demand for housing and Forward Strategy and draft Core Strategy (at the time out to
consultation)
Offer of support in facilitating other CBC funds that maybe available
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3.4.4

Leicestershire County Council (Robert Sharp)

Due to County Elections during the initial feasibility and political implications, it was not until
later on in the process that the group was able to secure the involvement and support of the
newly elected County Councillor Robert Sharpe (Labour). The previous incumbent was
David Slater (Conservative).




3.4.5

The group considered that political support at County and Borough level had
historically been weak
Robert Sharpe had subsequently provided valuable support in raising awareness of
the project and in supporting the group in meetings with the developer
It was agreed essential to build on the relationship to ensure the voice of the
Working Group was heard in the future and to continue to engage at a political level
with respect to supporting the project with local authority grant interventions and
through opportunities that may arise through the New Homes Bonus
Project Working Group

A Project Working Group (Community Centre Steering Group) was in existence at
commencement of the Feasibility Study representing both the Haddon Way Residents
Association and Reside. Members of the group were involved in shaping and supporting the
various consultation approaches, and attendance at monthly progress and decision making
meetings.
The Community Centre Steering Group provided input and direction during the Feasibility
Study and consequently helped shape the conclusions reached in this report. From a future
delivery perspective, the group recognise the importance of engagement with key decision
makers if the project is to be realised in the future.
3.5 Strategy Overview
The stakeholder engagement process made reference to key documentation relating to the
Grange Park development and S106 issues (see Section 3.1). It also highlighted opportunity
through new development opportunities and the New Homes Bonus along with a number of
challenges to engaging and securing potential support through these channels.
The areas future housing provision requirements within Charnwood is currently being
developed following a lengthy period of consultation and the process has yet to be finalised
and documentation produced. However, as a brief overview:


Local planning authorities are required to prepare a local plan which sets planning
policies in a local authority area in accordance with the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) established by Central Government.



Local Plans set out the strategic priorities for development of an area and cover
housing, commercial, public and private development, including transport
infrastructure, along with protection for the local environment.
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Charnwood Borough Council’s Core Strategy provides the strategic framework for
the Local Plan containing the council’s vision and strategic objectives. It identifies the
places where the Borough will grow (for example where new homes, schools, open
space, roads and jobs will go) as well as the infrastructure required to deliver growth.



The Localism Act (2011) introduced new rights and powers to allow local
communities to shape new development by coming together to prepare
neighbourhood plans. This is achieved through town and parish councils or
'neighbourhood forums' e.g. Loughborough South West Neighbourhood Forum
covers Grange Park.



Local councils will continue to produce development plans that set the strategic
context within which neighbourhood development plans will sit. Neighbourhood plans
must be in general conformity with strategic policies in the Core Strategy.



Based on the current information the Loughborough South area is not a targeted
priority for addressing the areas housing need and this may have a bearing on future
funding and delivery opportunity for the Community Centre.



"Charnwood Together", the Local Strategic Partnership for Charnwood is a voluntary,
non-executive partnership initiated by Charnwood Borough Council in 2002.
Membership includes local councils, public service providers and statutory agencies,
businesses, voluntary organisations and the local community, with the aim of
improving public services and promoting the economic, social and environmental
well-being of the Borough. The Partnership's vision is “to improve the quality of life
for everyone living and working in Charnwood”.



The partnership has developed a number of priorities for the area based around the
economy, skills, health and so forth. Like other districts and boroughs each area
contributes to the wider county LSP structure “Leicestershire Together”, and many of
the priorities and actions area shared. The future of LSPs is uncertain and the role
they may or may not play in setting the strategic area context. Despite this
uncertainty many grant funders and stakeholders will expect the Community Centre
project align to current strategy interventions or at least consider the implications and
linkages of the partnership organisations involved.

Despite the uncertainty of the key strategies the primary aim of the project is seen as
addressing the needs identified and which will need to be expanded on through future
business planning and grant application / stakeholder support processes.
Section 1.4 gives a brief area overview of the local area profile.
3.6 Summary
There is no doubt that there is significant support towards the project from residents and
user groups. The information and evidence base produced so far strongly suggests that a
community centre proposal within the Grange Park area would attract a diverse range of use
and early stages suggest a healthy programme of activity (see Section 5).
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Key stakeholders from the developer, land agents, local authorities etc are increasingly
gaining confidence in the ability of the group in working towards a solution that is needs led.
This has been a challenge but much of the hard work undertaken in addressing conflict,
opening up dialogue and entering into debate is beginning to reap benefit.
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4

Preliminary Design Brief, Concept Drawings and Cost Plan

The detailed consultation analysis has been used to inform and develop a building
accommodation and design brief. This process led to a range of options being developed,
preliminary costs assessed and an agreed preferred design option taken forward.
This section outlines the design and development phase under this current feasibility stage.
4.1 Consultation Analysis Outcome
Details of the documentation produced as part of the outcome of the needs analysis is
contained in Appendix 1. This describes the process and translation of the primary and
secondary research into a design brief, accommodation schedule and spatial layout design.
The Community Centre Steering Group was integral to the shaping of the design and spatial
needs which resulted in agreement to provide the following areas:












Multi-purpose hall (equivalent to a single badminton court size in terms of square metres)
Medium meeting space / faith room to accommodate up to 25 people
Small meeting space to accommodate up to 12 people
Kitchen / servery
Community café / shop provision
Storage provision
W/C / changing accommodation
Plant room
Secure outdoor space
Reception / office accommodation
Car parking

This information was provided to William Davis for consideration.
4.2 Design meeting with William Davis, Stephen George and Partners
A design meeting was held with William Davis and Architects Stephen George and Partners,
with representatives from HWRA, Reside, LCC and GBAL.
Given the available land, cost and value for money considerations, the brief was developed
and it was agreed that an initial layout design option would be produced.
Following dialogue and a further design meeting with the Architect, a number of refinements
were undertaken and agreement reached in terms of a preferred design layout. This
approval led to the production of elevations and perspectives to enable a feasibility study
cost assessment to be undertaken.
Appendix 2 contains the approved drawings 13-095 SK002 A (Indicative Plan) and 13-095
A104 (Sketch Elevations)
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4.3 Group Assessment of Design and Adherence to Brief
During the approval process the Steering Group was involved throughout each stage of
development and provided valuable input to the design and approval process. Given this,
and the parameter considerations available, the feasibility design layout is considered
representatives of the requirements.
It is inevitable at this stage of development that there is a realisation of the need to
compromise and the doubling up of some space will impact upon the programme of usage.
However, opportunities do exist to revisit the agreed design as the project moves towards
the next stage of development.
The design was subsequently approved by the Steering Group to enable a cost exercise to
be undertaken.
4.4 Construction and Mechanical & Electrical Specification
The Architects provided the following outline specification:
In general terms it is intended to create a thermally efficient building envelope to minimise
heating requirements. The intended heating strategy will be a boiler (most likely gas fuelled)
feeding into radiators, an underfloor heating system or combination of the two.
The construction of the building fabric will be to current building regulations or better. Wall
construction will be a 100mm brick outer skin, 150mm full fill blown fibre insulation and a
100mm blockwork skin (plaster finished and painted) internally. The roof construction will be
a cold roof (insulated at ceiling level) to minimise the volume of space heated with a quilt
type insulation.
Windows will most likely be a Velfac double glazed powered coated aluminium system,
which perform well thermally 1.54w/m2k. Features like the draught lobby and glazing to the
front of the café, as well as the ability to operate the building segmentally will also contribute
to a reduction in heating and lighting loads.
Note: Whilst the basic specification provided does not take into consideration the wider use of green
technologies, the specification aims to provide a construction solution that reduces carbon emission through
modern construction methods. The Steering Group may wish to consider, in subsequent phases, the introduction
of additional green technologies to reduce expenditure and potentially provide an additional income stream
through initiatives such as the Feed-in Tariff.

4.5 Preliminary Cost Estimate
Based on the design and specification made available an assessment of capital cost was
undertaken using professional cost consultants Faithful+Gould.
Appendix 3 provides an elemental cost estimate inclusive of professional fees at £661,783,
equating to a cost per square metre of £1,444.94 based on 458 square metres.
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Page 2 of the cost estimate provides a breakdown of direct construction costs, contingency
and professional fees. Construction costs alone equate to circa £507K (including an
allowance for fixtures, fittings and equipment), with professional fees (including overhead
and profit) included at circa 14% and a further contingency / design development allowance
at circa £60K.
These costs are based on a traditional procurement approach and are considered
representative of current market costs of construction.
Section 6 provides an indication of potential sources of funding to support the realisation of
the project. In this context consideration has been given to options to reduce the overall cost
through a value engineering approach as follows:


The architectural design indicates high roof construction over the hall and café areas
which have a significant cost implication. From usability perspective there is little
benefit / need for the café area roof height. The full height roof equates to £150/m2
compared to £80/m2 for a flat roof construction (for example).



Another area for consideration is floor area and whilst a reduction of 5% generally
would realise circa £40K+, a suggested reduction in the café and foyer area would be
the logical places to consider.



Significant costs are also attributable to the folding partitions (estimated at £500/m2),
the number of store room doors within the main hall, as well as the provision of café
furniture and fittings. The cost of café fit-out could be procured through franchising
arrangements (see Section 6).



These cost reductions would also impact on the professional fee allowance.

The cost reduction measures would provide an estimated saving of circa £75K and an
overall project cost of circa £587K, excluding the changes on roof construction at circa £16K.
The method and timing of the construction could also have a bearing and further
consideration should be given to the following:


Professional fees have been included at 14% and are based on the project being a
standalone construction. If the Community Centre formed part of a larger project for
a developer this could be reduced e.g. the development of the wider Local Centre or
additional housing provision. The exact value of any saving is impossible to quantify
as it would be a commercial decision for the contractor / developer.



William Davis may also consider supporting the project further with design and
professional services input provided on an ‘in-kind’ basis and / or contribution
outside of any formal S106 arrangement, as the facility maybe considered a market
draw for perspective house owners. Again this will require continuing to have
positive dialogue to support any potential commercial decision that will have to be
taken at the time.
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Whilst consideration has been given to a ‘design and build’ procurement option, it is
felt that there is likely to be little different to the construction costs. However, any
form of tender approach would, by nature, bring market forces into play and a
reduction in professional fee and construction costs could be possible.



The consideration of commercial partnership opportunities do exist in terms of
children centre provision (see 6.8) and franchise (see 6.7), both considerations are
potentially available but are also likely to impact on building design, cost and
operations.

4.6 Confirmed Option
Based on the agreed design, and without consideration of value engineering opportunities,
the preferred option remains in accordance the approved drawings 13-095 SK002 A
(Indicative Plan) and 13-095 A104 (Sketch Elevations) at feasibility stage. The associated
costs at £661,783 have been taken forward for consideration under Section 6 funding
review.
4.7 Procurement Option Considerations
As outlined under 4.5 there are a number of procurement options potentially available:


Traditional procurement (current assume method) where a contractor is appointed
through a tendering process utilising architectural design drawings and bill of
quantities.
Note: A contractor is usually selected and appointed by competitive tender, but sometimes by
negotiation. The terms of many traditional contracts require the client to appoint a professional
consultant (i.e. architect, quantity surveyor, contract administrator) to act as an independent contract
administrator.
Full documents are needed for the tendering process – including that from specialist sub-contractors.
Time is needed to adequately prepare this. The client has control over the design through their
appointed consultants (i.e. Architect). Generally there is no design responsibility on the contractor.
Design and construction are separate sequential processes – this can increase the overall time of the
project. There is reasonable certainty on the cost of the project because the contract figure is usually
known at the outset. The contract does have provision for cost to be adjusted later, if required.
Speculative risks are balanced between the parties. A lump sum contract is more in favour of the client
whereas a measurement contract is less so. A traditional lump sum approach in terms of design, quality
and cost is relatively low risk procurement option for a client, however the time required for the project
overall is likely to be longer than other procurement methods.



Design and Build procurement where a contractor(s) is provided with a Design and
Build procurement works on the basis that the main contractor is responsible for
undertaking both the design and construction work on a project, for an agreed lumpsum price.
Note: Design and build projects can vary depending on the extent of the contractor’s design
responsibility and how much initial design is included in the employer’s requirements. The level of
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design responsibility and input from the contractor is usually much greater on design and build projects
than a traditional contract with a contractor’s designed portion.
The employer has control over any design elements of the project that are included in their
requirements, but once the contract is let responsibility over design passes to the contractor, so the
employer has no direct control over the contractor’s detailed design.
There is reasonable certainty over costs because the contract price is known at the outset. Provided the
employer does not order changes during the construction of the work, the contractor will be obliged
(subject to the conditions) to complete the project for the contract sum.
Design and Build is a relatively low risk procurement option for the employer, in terms of cost and time.
There can be a risk related to design and quality, particularly if the employer's requirements were not
properly gathered and if insufficient time went into examining the contractor's proposal.



There are further variations available along with alternative approaches as described
via the developer subject to opportunity and commercial considerations.

4.8 Summary
The process of design brief development ensured engagement of a host of stakeholders in
shaping the project parameters. As a result the agreed design offers a good fit and
something that the Project Working Steering Group approves.
There are considerations relating to the cost of the project with opportunity to reduce such
costs through value engineering and procurement processes if found necessary or the
opportunity arises or is created.
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5

The Business Case

The Business Case approach has been supported by the information contained within the
previous sections of this report. The aim of providing such information at feasibility stage is
to provide an indicative assessment and the starting point or baseline for future more
detailed progression once the decision to proceed with the project has been taken.
The approach is as follows:


Where we are now? - set against the background context and the justification of
need / demand (Sections 3 and 4)



Where we want to be in the future? - in terms of outputs, outcomes and the
delivery of the various project components / services / partnership working across the
area (Sections 3 and 4)



How we get there? - through appropriate operational, ownership and management
arrangements, development planning, financial implications and importantly, capital
cost and delivery, the procedures to be put in place to ensure the successful
continuation and development of the project (Sections 5 and 6).

5.1 Operational and Financial Management
At the feasibly stage of the project’s development it was agreed that consideration would be
given to how the facility might look like in terms of management operations. The following
information pulls together the progress made based on the information collated and
encompasses the views and preferences of the Steering Group:
5.2 Organisational Structure and Legal Status
The Steering Group is currently developing a Constitution and Terms of Reference based on
a standard document issued by the Consultants. The current preference is to pursue
charitable status and set up a Company Limited by Guarantee, and opt to some form of
Social Enterprise at a later stage should this be deemed appropriate. The overall approach
is that the ‘project’ will have a separate legal body and structure to that of the residents
association.
On completion of the constitution, an agreed set of aims and objectives (for the project) will
have been defined and will therefore help influence the choice of legal body in the future.
Until then there is no formal or recognised legal entity in existence. However, the group is
best described as an Unincorporated Voluntary Organisation at this time.
It is understood that the current option has been chosen because a Company Limited by
Guarantee with charitable registration will allow the project to have in place a Board of
Trustees and a recognised legal structure linked to a governing document which provides for
the protection of individuals as follows:
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Companies have a legal existence, so actions are taken in the company’s name,
rather than those of the individual trustees. This means that there is no need to
change signatories when trustees change, and ownership of property and contracts
is clearer.



Companies are allowed to limit the liability of members and trustees to a nominal
sum in the event of the company winding up and having debts.



Companies are democratic organisations, but membership can be restricted giving
them the same type of structure as trusts.

There are a range of advantages and disadvantages of legal structures which will have to be
considered once the Steering Group is in a position to mover forward. Details have been
made available in order for this exercise to be undertaken by the Steering Group.
At this time the Steering Group is in the process of addressing the above in order to open up
a bank account and commence formal fundraising activities. Until then it will be a challenge
for the group to pursue major grant funding opportunities due to eligibility issues.
5.3 Management Structure
Discussions to date have centred on the employment of a Centre Manager recruited locally
that will be responsible for a volunteer workforce to support the operational activities of the
building.
The following Management and Staffing structure provides an initial start-up arrangement
based on the legal status envisaged. It is considered that this model will allow for more paid
staff as the project becomes established i.e. additional staff will be employed as the project
develops and more sustainable income streams are generated.
The Board of Trustees will take all policy operational decisions on the running of the Grange
Park Centre, with a volunteer based Operational Management Committee responsible for
undertaking and reporting on performance and monitoring reviews, on-going consultation
with users and partners, and liaison with funding agencies and support to the Centre
Manager via the various sub-groups.
The role of Centre Manager will include:






Day-to-day management of the centre
Marketing and publicity activities
Partner/user liaison and facility programming
Dealing with external contractual arrangements
Responsibility for reporting to the Management Committee on progress and monitoring
issues.

In turn, the Management Committee will be responsible to the Board of Trustees. In the
initial period it is likely that there will be some “blurring of the edges” in terms of roles and
responsibilities across the structure.
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The above is a brief outline of the initial thoughts going forward and will need to be
developed once the Steering Group has clearly defined their constitutional requirements and
legal structure, along with their primary aims and objectives to be developed based on the
evidence of need.
Given the current thoughts it will be essential to have in place a robust volunteer workforce
to support the Centre Manager. The skills and expertise required will be varied and it will be
necessary for the Steering Group to assess these skills and recruit new members where
necessary.
A skills and expertise matrix was issued to the Steering Group to support this approach
during the commission, and it is understood that the volunteer recruitment process has
commenced.
The initial operational structure of the Grange Park Centre is shown diagrammatically as
follows:
Board of
Trustees
Operational
Management
Structure

Sub-Groups

Centre Manager

Marketing / Users

Volunteers

Premises / H & S

External Contracts

HR / Administration

Finance / Legal

Direct Line
Management &
Administration
Support Link

Other Sub-Groups will exist at various stages in the development of the project e.g. funding,
based on a ‘task and finish’ approach.
External contracts could relate to cleaning operations, service level agreements and the
proposed café operations etc.
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5.4 Training & Development
A detailed Training and Development Plan will need to be established following the “skills
audit” of the existing and new committee membership.
5.5 Monitoring & Evaluation
Service performance will need to be monitored using an agreed set of indicators. These
indicators, which will track performance against key areas, will be supplemented by the
outcomes and milestones identified by internal decision makers and any subsequently
agreed targets that maybe developed as part of the terms and conditions set by stakeholder
partners e.g. grant bodies and so forth.
A key action for the Steering Group is the development of their constitution and overall aims
and objectives and from that the creation of a series of outputs and outcomes. This process
is critical to help demonstrate the impact of the project on the local community and the
baseline from which performance monitoring will be undertaken.
It is envisaged that the Centre Manager will be responsible for reporting on the achievement
of outputs and outcomes, and report these on a regular basis to the Operational
Management Committee and Board of Trustees.
The Centre Manager will be responsible for recording all outputs, outcomes, financial
projections and reporting requirements, and evidence these through monitoring and the
production of written reports. Their role will also be to provide line management of volunteers
and external contractual agreements.
Service users will provide formal feedback to ensure their needs are met and that the project
continues to cater for the needs of beneficiaries effectively - this process provides the
opportunity for stakeholders to input into the future development and direction of the Centre
through user participation.
5.6 Policies & Procedures
The Steering Group does need to start developing a series of polices and procedures linked
to legislative, as well as expected protocols required for a Community Centre with employed
staff. Adherence to these requirements will need to be ensured by continual self-assessment
and regular monitoring, and through independent assessment to ensure the latest
requirements are met and good practice adhered to.
5.7 Projected Income & Expenditure (Preliminary Assessment)
The following preliminary assessment has been based on the current level of negotiation
with stakeholder partners, and costed out requirements associated with staff, volunteer and
associated operating costs.
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As the project progresses into the next logical stage then a detailed financial plan will need
to be established (and as a minimum) will need to cover the following in greater detail:




Expenditure


Staff & Volunteer Costs - including staff salary and employee on-costs, recruitment,
training, expenses, and other staff and volunteer related costs



General Running Costs - including services (rates, gas, electricity, telephone etc),
maintenance and cleaning contracts, supplies, sundries & consumables, marketing
and promotion, insurances and professional support services

Income


Facility Income from Usage – including facility hire by local groups, organisations
and individuals



Other Income Streams – through contracts, franchise or self-managed café,
sponsorship and fundraising activities

5.7.1 Operating Expenditure Costs
The operating costs of the proposed Community Centre will be influenced by a number of
factors as outlined above. This is likely to vary over time to reflect changes in usage patterns
and increases in activity. Other key influences will be the size and final decision on energy
plant and associated operational management procedures.
Appendix 4 provides an indicative income and expenditure profile and is based on
information made available through the feasibility study. It is recognised that further more
detailed work in respect of a financial profile will need to be developed as part of the next
stage business plan and project development work.
An assessment has been made which reflects the expected usage, utilises actual
determined costs and information ascertained and interpreted from other similar community
centre provision.
A three-year profile has been built up and assumptions clearly stated which suggest
expenditure is likely to be around £52K per annum over the first three-years of operation.
Note: A significant expenditure item on large premises will be rates but as a group is intending to become a
registered charity it will automatically attract an 80% rate relief. Following dialogue with Charnwood Borough
Council, an assessment of similar community centre provision suggests the rateable value would be in the region
of £5.5K, and with rate relief when applied would indicate a level a rate payable to be £1,100. However, CBC
provides a discretionary relief (up to the remaining 20%) for charities. This is not automatic and so the calculation
for the expenditure on rates has been taken as £550 or 10%.
The community centre will also need to have adequate insurance cover for the building, contents, public liability
and so forth, including protection for the company directors. Insurance does vary considerably and so a
preliminary assessment has been provided via Oakes Insurance Consultants (www.oakesinsurance.co.uk).
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Separate details relating to the basis and coverage of the insurance has been provided separately. Utilising
Ecclesiastical Insurance a premium has been estimated at £1,041.

5.7.2 Calculations and Assumptions Income Streams
Appendix 4 provides a draft programme of usage to demonstrate the level of demand for
space by groups and organisations contacted through the consultation exercise.
The draft programme forms part of the evidence for such demand, and further dialogue and
negotiation with those expressing a wish to engage with the project will be required at the
next stage. It is understood that the Steering Group has been in contact with groups and
organisations (from the developed database) to keep them informed of project progress and
subsequent consultation and awareness arising activities.
An assessment of usage and income from groups and organisations has been based on a
cautious, yet pragmatic approach based on a number of assumptions which are clearly
outlined.
The assessment from user groups suggests a sum between £25.5K and £30.8K over a
three-year period is achievable.
The draft usage programme indicates space availability for private hire or individual use.
Target uptake figures have been set to utilise programme gaps starting at 10% in year one
and rising to 20% by year three. These targets are considered reasonable and will generate
a further £5.9K to £11.8K per annum.
Further income allowances have been assessed (and based on the groups track record) of
fundraising activities and special events totalling a further £3.6K per annum.
A separate assessment of café profit has been made assuming a self managed volunteer
scenario which is estimated to generate a profit of £18.8K in year one and rising to £22.7K
by year three.
However, and in dialogue with the group Chair, there are three basic options to consider in
respect of the café provision:


Local management operated and the basis of the above projections assuming a
volunteer structure



Franchise to a local business or new business start up with a lease or rental
arrangement (with or without a shared profit component)



National franchise opportunity e.g. Costa Coffee, Second Cup et al

Each option will have advantages and disadvantages both in terms of approach and
influence as well as income generation potential. Consequently income generation from
such an enterprise could vary significantly depending on the choice of option.
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In addition, the national franchise option could provide potential for securing a capital cost
contribution towards the fit-out costs and potentially building.
5.7.3 Surplus / Deficit and Funding Support Requirement
The income and expenditure profile suggests a positive surplus could be achieved from year
1 at £1.6K rising to £13K by year 3 based on the assumptions and projections.
When applying a simple sensitivity analysis with projected income streams reduced by 10%
and 20%, this reveals a £1K and £3.7K deficit respectively in year 1 but positive surplus
returns in years 2 and 3.
Consequently there appears no great emphasis required on securing revenue support funds
in generally terms for the project at this stage.
5.8 Facility Ownership
The land upon which the facility is planned to be located is linked to the S106 Agreement
conditions. The developer is required to transfer the land to Charnwood Borough Council for
a nominal sum.
Whilst formal arrangements have yet to be pursued, it is understood that the Steering Group
(or subsequent legal body) will either take the freehold of the land or it will be formalised via
a long-term leasing arrangement.
Either of the above options would be suitable as sufficient security to enable external grant
to be secured on the building. The building itself will be in the ownership of the legal body.
5.9 Summary
The details outlined in this section of the report (in addition to previously issued documents)
will allow the basis of an embryonic management structure to be put in place and the
associated formal legal status to be pursued.
With the adoption of good management protocols and operational procedures, this will
constructively support the delivery of the preliminary assessed financial projections in many
ways e.g. high quality operational management, programming, marketing and publicity,
assets maintenance regimes etc.
The financial projections developed provide a good indication of potential (given the right
conditions and actions implemented) and to have in place a self-sustaining facility from
which to develop in the future.
The income sources have been based on evidence and dialogue with stakeholders and
subject to continued dialogue, achievable.
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6

Funding Review Assessment

As part of the feasibility study approach it was agreed to undertake a preliminary
assessment of potential funding opportunities to support the general fundraising activities of
the Steering Group.
This is a preliminary assessment given the current development stage of the project and
further more detailed work will be required during the next stages.
The identification of funding sources is only the first step in actually securing financial
assistance. Each opportunity will have its own individual priorities and criteria, but all have in
common the requirement that any project proposal has the full commitment and support of
stakeholders and relevant local partners combined with the political will and determination to
implement the project.
Funding bodies can be approached individually or collectively for any project, although the
fewer organisations that are asked to contribute to any project the quicker the decision
making process will be. Additionally the risk of failure reduced if one funding body is unable
to contribute in a multi-funding application i.e. funding collapse. There is also the issue
around time-limited funding which may compound the problem e.g. the potential need to
meet funding spend prior to funding package completion as outlined above.
Note: Many major grant bodies are slowly moving away from being the primary funder of projects as competition
for funds has increased significantly. Consequently, maximum grant levels that are stated are becoming
unrealistic.

The key to success is to determine the most appropriate funding regimes to support
particular options, and begin the preliminary discussions and negotiations. At the same time
have a series of fallback plans in the event that funds from a primary source may be
oversubscribed, elements of the project become ineligible due to policy changes by the
funding body, or other reasons which mean that support may not be readily available.
As outlined within the report introduction and context, the project is heavily influenced by
local circumstances and developing issues e.g. S106, New Homes Bonus and so forth.
Consequently this section provides a current position of the local funding situation. Without
such locally based support the ability to secure significant capital investment at the wider
level will be challenging.
Once external funding is secured, then the eventual project will inevitably become a
partnership, or indeed a compromise between the original aspirations of the sponsor (the
project promoter) and the requirements of the external funders. No project ever has an
automatic right to financial assistance but must make a strong case, usually in the face of
serious competition, that it makes a significant contribution to the specific objectives that the
fund chosen has been established to secure, and of course prove the need for the project
through robust evidence and support.
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6.1 S106 and New Homes Bonus
Outline planning permission for the housing development was granted in 2002. The Local
Centre formed an important element of the approval and was subject to a S106 agreement.
The Local Centre application (P/09/0233/2) under reserved matters was linked to a more
advanced stage in the housing development (2009).
As outlined in the introduction, it is understood that there has not been sufficient interest
expressed to date by commercial retail or health service organisations in the Local Centre
concept and there will be no obligation for the developer to continue to realise the Local
Centre requirement 12 years from site commencement (30th September 2014) or by the time
the development has been completed. At which time the land can be used for residential
purposes.
Other housing development in the local area continues along with the potential for housing
provision at the Local Centre site and these issues are outlined in Section 3.4 and 3.5.
Competition and opportunity to secure local funding support towards the project remains
high and further compounded as ‘principles’ are yet to be agreed or strategy developed e.g.
the New Homes Bonus, eligibility for S106 allocation towards community projects.
There are a number of factors which will influence the level of funding that could be
generated through S106 and New Home Bonus (NHB) opportunities and consequently it is
difficult to make a valued judgement at this stage.
In dialogue with various stakeholders it is apparent that competition for S106 funds and the
process of securing these funds will be challenging for the group due to historical track
record of developer and planning authority engagement. This is further compounded by
Charnwood Borough Councils’ policy in respect of S106 and NHB allocation and the timing
of the Core Strategy completion and publication.
It is understood that funds generated from the NHB could only be released once housing has
been built. Charnwood Borough Council is more likely to consume these revenues into the
authority’s budgets for the delivery of their own projects. However, Leicestershire County
Council may have a differing view despite influence from Central Government on how such
funds should be spent.
From a developer point of view there are other mitigating circumstances i.e. former land
owner legal issues that would also have a bearing on the ability to provide funding to the
project. During the course of the study the developer would not be drawn on such values
that maybe available as planning considerations would also influnce the opportunity.
Needless to say, the developer has provided significant time and resource support
historically and has made assurances that William Davis will continue to support the project
should the HWRA / Reside organisations continue to promote and build up momentum.
The value of the above approaches could result in anything from a few thousand pounds to
tens of thousands or even more?
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6.2 LA Grant Funds
The ability to attract external funds through grant at a local level are likely to result in
relatively low values (<£20K) from local authority funds.
Both LCC (e.g. Big Society Grant Fund and Community Forum Budgets) and CBC (e.g.
Community Facilities Capital Grants) have community based grant funds available and
combined with Local Councillor discretionary funds, could make a reasonable and valuable
contribution to project delivery in the region of £35K to £45K potentially.
6.3 Local Funding Group (sub-group)
A separate fundraising sub-group has been set up and has already started to receive funds
through various activities. It is understood that the group is in the process of developing a
strategy and financial targets.
Key partner Reside has special relationships with church authorities and it is understood
preliminary discussions have taken place to explore financial and grant funding that maybe
attracted to the project. Further dialogue is expected following the conclusion of this study.
6.4 Business Sponsorship and Support
As outlined in 6.3 and 4.7 (procurement options), William Davis continues to provide
valuable input to the project. There are potential opportunities will development activity at
Grange Park e.g. through the Local Centre and so forth that may form the catalyst for further
professional and financial support, and additionally through the construction of the proposed
community centre.
The café provision may also be attractive to independent or national franchising companies
who may provide a contribution to fit-out costs, revenue income through profit share etc. The
value of revenue income could also be a consideration if used to support potential capital
loan requirements (see 6.9).
6.5 Partnership
At a very late stage in the feasibility study the HWRA was approached by a commercial
organisation wishing to develop a child nursery in the area and interested in exploring the
opportunity at the Grange Park Community Centre. This opportunity is currently being
pursued by representatives of the Steering Group but further information is not provided
within this document as it could be commercially sensitive.
There is the potential to negotiate a capital contribution, share revenue and staffing costs
etc. Care will also need to be taken in respect of usage conflict, health and safety / child
protection issues, as well as the accommodation requirements that will impact on the current
design.
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6.6 Capital Grant Funds
Statutory Funding or public funding comes through a variety of routes such as Central
Government Departments and Government Quangos etc, such as National Lottery Funds.
They provide a vast array of funding opportunities through the various distributors which
have specific themes, priorities and targets that they wish to meet.
In times of the economic downturn, access to public money will often be increased through
various government based initiatives and interventions. We have seen this through
economic development and regeneration based programmes e.g. Regional Growth Fund,
and through the Lottery with the development of Reaching Communities Building
Programme (BIG) and the Inspired Facilities and Improvement Funds (Sport England) as
part of the Olympic Legacy.
A complex range of other funding sources exist e.g. Trusts and Foundations who generally
derive their income from “endowment” (stocks, shares, land, and cash) which provide a taxexempt income that is used for grant-giving – the individual level of grant giving can
therefore be influenced by the Stock Market. Consequently under the current financial crisis,
this will have an influence on the ability to maintain former levels of grant value.
As they are regulated under charity law they have to publish annual reports and accounts,
including main grants and policy. Because of the wide ranging and number of Trusts and
Foundations operating in the UK, it is difficult to generalise about their processes and
practices – indeed some provide very little information (if any) and others require the
completion of detailed application forms. Only a small proportion (primarily the largest) of
Trusts and Foundations employ staff and this generally reflects the detail and extent of the
various application processes and the likely level of available grant.
Grant Funding Programmes are often quite specific and well defined / targeted in terms of
their area of interest – this maybe identified as a geographical area, type of beneficiary,
specific theme etc. However, many of the Trusts and Foundations categorise themselves as
more general or discretionary in the way they operate their grant programmes.
An additional component of the project is the opportunity to utilise environmental
technologies, although the current building specification does not explore the potential in full
at this stage.
Over recent years there have been a number of initiatives driven by Government to help
reduce carbon emissions in order to meet agreed international targets. The Coalition
Government, through the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) and in
conjunction with a range of partners and energy suppliers, continue to drive forward financial
incentives and support programmes e.g. Green Deal, Feed-in Tariff (FIT), Renewable Heat
Incentive (RHI), Community Sustainable Energy Programme (CESP), Enhanced Capital
Allowance Scheme (ECAS) etc.
The financial incentives have ranged considerably across eligible targeted sectors,
geography and type of support or benefits available, with some linked to time related criteria.
Some also require a partnership approach involving public, business and community groups
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(often referred to as domestic and non-domestic sectors) – the opportunities are/have been
quite varied over time.
With respect to the initial funding opportunity assessment, basic search criteria has been
used and in many cases a number of assumptions made e.g. legal status (as this issue is in
the process of development), and has considered grants of various values that could
potentially provide contributions to the project.
Example opportunities have been produced for this section to give indications of grant level.
A separate detailed document has been provided.


Charnwood Community Facility Grants (<£20K)



Leicestershire Big Society Grant Fund (<£15K)



The Landfill Communities Fund (LCF) is a Government scheme which began life in
1996 as the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme to provide funding for community or
environmental projects in the vicinity of landfill sites (£5K to £75K+)



Community Right to Build



The People's Millions Grants (£20,000 and £50,000)



P & C Hickinbotham Charitable Trust (discretionary)



Anton Jurgens Charitable Trust (<£5K)



Church Urban Fund - Main Grants Programme (<£30K)



John Laing Charitable Trust (<£25K)



People's Postcode Trust - Dream Fund (<£250K)



W. W. Spooner Charitable Trust Grant (<£2K)



Anton Jurgens Charitable Trust (<£5K)



Trusthouse Charitable Foundation (<£30K)

Note: The above are examples only to give an indication of the level of likely funding available. The Grange Park
Community Centre project is located in an area that would not attract too many of the large grant funders as they
are more focussed on areas of high deprivation or other key area criteria e.g. Big Lottery Reaching Communities
Building Programme which provides grant levels of £500K+.

The opportunity exists to develop the information collated through the Feasibility Study into a
detailed Funding Strategy once further work or confirmation on organisational status,
constitution, objectives and outcomes have been developed.
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6.7 Loan Finance
An additional and potential source of capital which may have to be considered is loan
finance. There are various vehicles available which attract low interest or support the
development of social enterprise which maybe attracted to the community centre. Again,
more detailed information has been provided separately to this report with examples set out
below:


Charity Bank provides affordable loan finance to charities, community associations,
voluntary organisations, community businesses and social enterprises up to the
value of £1m.



The Social Enterprise Loan Fund is available to charities and social enterprises
that have a charitable purpose for working capital, land and buildings and fixed
assets of up to £250K



Triodos Bank has loan packages and investment finance available to charities and
social enterprises throughout the UK (discretionary)



The Royal Bank of Scotland supports community-based businesses, such as
social enterprises, charities and co-operatives, as well as business activity that
provide a positive impact on society for loans of between £30,000 and £500,000.

Other opportunities exist, including high street banks and so forth.
6.8 Summary
The Grange Park Community Centre has the ability to attract a range of potential capital
sources of funding. These sources of funding are wider ranging and diverse and will need
careful consideration through the development of a detailed strategy and plan to implement
approaches to local and national supporters.
However, without securing local support the wider national opportunities will mean that the
project will face greater challenges and the case for support weakened.
The area is unlikely to attract significant single source funds and so there is an inevitability
that a range of funders and potential loan opportunities will make up the capital needs
identified.
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7

Next Step Recommendations

7.1 Overall Conclusions and Key Recommendations
Throughout this report a number of key issues, challenges and considerations have been
highlighted. The overall conclusion, given the feasibility approach, positively suggests that
the Grange Park Community Centre project has the capability to meet the needs identified
and be able to support a range of social, leisure and cultural requirements and enable new
business opportunity to be created.
Operational financial projections indicate the potential to have in place a sustainable facility.
Local conditions and circumstances will largely dictate how, when and if the capital costs can
be procured.
It is within the gift of the Steering Group representatives to be able to move the project
forward and to make a commitment to take the project to the next stage.
In terms of risk, the partners need to act and position themselves into a formal legal entity,
and address the various requirements highlighted to mitigate the risks associated with taking
the project forward.
This report recommends that the Steering Group proceed to the next stage in the
development of the project in line with Action Plan below.
7.2 Immediate Next Step Action Plan

Action

Priority

Risk
(to project progress)

Target Period

Review Feasibility Report and approve (subject to
any agreed amendments)

High

High

2 weeks

Circulate findings to stakeholders to ensure
continued engagement, ownership and
commitments through on-going consultation and
dialogue

High

High

1 to 3 months
(on-going)

Finalise constitution, vision, aims and objectives
(including project outcomes) and set up formal
legal structure and bank account
(Essential)

High

High

1 to 3 months

Conclude skills matrix and training needs analysis,
including volunteer recruitment requirements
(reference group database 3.3.5)

High

High

1 to 3 months
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Action

Priority

Risk
(to project progress)

Target Period

Develop robust and time-related targeted local
funding strategy (Funding Sub-Group) for Steering
Group approval

Medium

Medium

1 to 3 months

Develop on-going consultation and awareness
activities to encourage new project beneficiary
usage (e.g. partnership and franchise opportunities)

Medium

Medium

1 to 3 months
(on-going)

High

High

1 to 3 months

Medium

High

1 to 3 months

High

High

1 to 3 months

Secure professional services support to progress
design development and cost requirements

Medium

High

4 to 6 months

Develop key policy and procedure requirements,
and operational management structure /
requirements

Medium

Medium

4 to 6 months

High

High

4 to 6 months

Set up project development meeting(s) with
developer, land agents, local authority to progress
funding and support needs

Establish internal capabilities and gaps to be able to
develop the project and identify external
professional support needs

Secure development funding / in-kind support
required for next stage project development

Develop project business plan and detailed funding
strategy and commence implementation

These key actions are required to be addressed over the next 6 months. The risk associated
with not implementing the actions has been assessed and will have a bearing on the ability
of the Steering Group to move the project forward.
It is recommended that the Steering Group present the report to the wider HWRA / Reside
partnership and agree the allocation of resources to implement the above. This maybe
undertaken through the development of time related ‘task and finish’ groups with named
individuals identified with the responsible to deliver each task.
It is also recommended that monthly progress meetings (or more regular if required) are set
up to ensure the ‘business’ of project development proceeds in a timely manner.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1 Accommodation Schedule and Spatial Design Requirements (3 PARTS)
Appendix 2 Building Design Preferred Option (2 PARTS)
Appendix 3 Capital Cost Estimate (1 PART)
Appendix 4 Draft Programme of Usage and Income / Expenditure Assessment (6 PARTS)

Note: The number of parts per appendices refers to the .pdf version of the report

